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Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are one of the significant technologies due to their diverse applications such as health care monitoring, smart phones, military, disaster management, and other surveillance systems. Sensor nodes are usually deployed in large number that work independently in unattended harsh environments. Due to constraint resources, typically the scarce battery power, these wireless nodes are grouped into clusters for energy efficient communication. In clustering hierarchical schemes have achieved great interest for minimizing energy consumption. Hierarchical schemes are generally categorized as cluster-based and grid-based approaches. In cluster-based approaches, nodes are grouped into clusters, where a resourceful sensor node is nominated as a cluster head (CH) while in grid-based approach the network is divided into confined virtual grids usually performed by the base station. This paper highlights and discusses the design challenges for cluster-based schemes, the important cluster formation parameters, and classification of hierarchical clustering protocols. Moreover, existing cluster-based and grid-based techniques are evaluated by considering certain parameters to help users in selecting appropriate technique. Furthermore, a detailed summary of these protocols is presented with their advantages, disadvantages, and applicability in particular cases.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor network is the collection of wireless nodes that are often randomly deployed in a targeted area over vigorously changing environments. These nodes can sense, process, and forward data to neighboring nodes and base station (BS). Moreover, these small devices have limited capabilities such as small memory, low computation, low processing, and most importantly small power unit (usually equipped with batteries). The sensor nodes are scattered over a large geographic area containing hundreds of nodes to monitor a target region. As the sensed data has to be forwarded to BS for further necessary action, therefore routing becomes important for transferring of data from node to node or BS efficiently [1–4]. The WSN has been acknowledged as one of the significant technologies of the 21st century. A tiny, low cost device having sensors on board, connected wirelessly with self-organizing capability, can be connected to the Internet for controlling and monitoring environments, homes, offices, cities, and much more [5]. These sensor nodes can be deployed anywhere on the ground, underwater, on bodies (WBAN—Wireless Body Area Network), in the air, inside buildings, and even in vehicles (VANETs—Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks). Since 2001, researchers and industrialists have shown great interest in developing WSN communication capabilities and have used sensors in a variety of other technologies such as IEEE 802.11, personal digital assistants (PDA), VANETs, mobile phones, and Internet of Things (IoT) [6–10].

In WSN, to efficiently utilise the available resources especially battery, different hierarchical techniques have been proposed. The goal is to obtain energy efficiency and maximize network lifetime. In hierarchical routing, clustering is the most widely used technique to achieve these goals. Clustering schemes by design eliminate the redundant
messages in formation of efficient clusters and intelligent selection/reselection of the CH. In literature, researchers have proposed various clustering protocols, but issues such as optimizing energy efficiency and load balancing require further research. Moreover, topology construction is also vital to distributing nodes uniformly in the clusters or grids in case of grid-based approaches to make the network efficient. The periodic reformation of clusters and reselection of CH results in excessive energy consumption that could lead to poor network performance [2, 11, 12].

Routing in wireless sensor networks is more challenging than other wireless networks such as mobile ad hoc network or vehicular ad hoc networks, as WSN has resource constraints [13]. Therefore, to meet the challenges in WSN, new routing mechanisms are being developed keeping in view the application requirements and the underlying network architecture. Due to frequent topological changes in the network, maintaining routes is a major issue and if not carefully handled may result in high energy consumption. To minimize energy consumption and to prolong overall network lifetime, various routing techniques have been introduced in the literature. Furthermore, they can be broadly categorized into four classes: network structure, topology based, reliable routing scheme, and communication model scheme [1]. Each class is further divided into subcategories as shown in Figure 1. The focus of this work is on the highlighted subcategories as shown Figure 1. The network structure is further categorized into flat and hierarchical protocols. In flat networks, all sensor nodes cooperate with each other through multihop routing in which each node has the same role. It is not feasible to have an identifier (ID) for each node, due to which data-centric routing is considered for flat routing in which BS requests from sensors in a specific region. The flat based approach has some advantages such as no need to maintain topology and provides quality links from source to destination. However, flat networks use flooding which is an expensive operation in terms of energy consumption. Moreover, flat network causes high bandwidth consumption due to redundant messages and has nonuniform energy consumption with high delay [14].

In hierarchical approaches, nodes are clustered into groups, and, by some criteria, a cluster head is selected that is responsible for routing. In hierarchical routing, usually two-layer approach is used, where one layer is used for sensing the physical environment and the other is used for routing. The low energy nodes are used for sensing while high energy nodes are often used for collecting, aggregating, and forwarding data [33]. Clustering approach is the most widely used technique for energy efficiency to achieve scalability and effective communication. Cluster-based hierarchical approaches have some advantages such as increasing scalability; efficient data aggregation and channel bandwidth are efficiently utilised. The main problem of clustering is nonuniform clustering which leads to high energy dissipation of sensor node, total energy consumption increases, and network connectivity not being guaranteed [14, 34]. The focus of this work is on hierarchical clustering schemes.

The main contribution of this work is to provide a survey of existing energy efficient hierarchical clustering approaches, and, by network structure, they are classified into cluster-based and grid-based techniques. The main focus is on cluster formation, cluster head selection, cluster reformation, and cluster head reselection taking into account the energy consumption and their effect on overall network lifetime. Furthermore, the advantages and disadvantages are discussed, and a detailed summary is drawn on behalf of both hierarchical approaches to help researchers and experts to select the most appropriate technique based on application requirement. It is worth mentioning here that this work is focused only on hierarchical energy efficient clustering protocols.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, clustering in WSN is explained along with the design challenges, clustering parameters, and taxonomy of hierarchical clustering. Section 3 is about hierarchical clustering approaches, and various cluster-based and grid-based techniques are explained in detail. The cluster and grid-based techniques are summarized along with strengths and weaknesses in Section 4. The open issues in a wireless sensor network are discussed in Section 5. In the end, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Clustering in WSN

Due to scarce resources in WSN, direct communication of sensor node with BS or multihop communication of sensor nodes towards BS is not practical as energy consumption is high which results in early expiry of sensor nodes as shown in Figure 2. Direct communication or single-tier communication is not feasible for large scale network as WSN cannot support long-haul communication. Direct communication has its disadvantages such as high energy consumption, duplication of data (sensor nodes that were close to each other, sending data with very small variation), and farthest nodes dying quickly. To overcome these problems, two-tier communication through hierarchical approach is used where nodes are grouped into clusters. Leader node also called cluster head (CH) is responsible for aggregating the data and then forwarding it to the BS.

Hierarchical network structure often makes a two-level hierarchy, in which the cluster heads are placed at the upper level, and the lower level is for member nodes. The lower level nodes periodically send data to their respective CH. The cluster head then aggregates that data and forwards it to BS. The CH node spends more energy than member nodes, like all the time CH node is sending data over long distances [1, 35]. Moreover, after certain rounds, the selected CH may be unable to perform or perish due to high energy consumption. In order to ensure load balancing among sensor nodes, the role of CH is changed periodically to balance the energy consumption [3, 36]. Communication within a cluster is single-hop (intracluster) and between clusters is multihop (intercluster) as shown in Figure 3. Cluster-based and grid-based techniques are the most commonly used hierarchical techniques [11].

2.1. Design Challenges in Clustering. Wireless sensor network presents some challenges regarding design and implementation of clustering algorithms [37]. In most of the WSN outdoor applications in unattended environments, it is not easy to recharge the battery or replace the entire sensor. Due to limited hardware, the processing capabilities also need to be considered. A lightweight clustering algorithm is required because of the limited memory. Moreover, with these restrictions, it is very difficult to manage scalability and prolong network lifetime. Along with the above-mentioned limitations, following are some other challenges which need to be addressed properly while designing clustering algorithms.

The cluster formation process and the number of clusters are very important factors in clustering protocols. The clusters should be well balanced, and the number of messages exchanged during cluster formation should be minimized. The complexity of the algorithm should increase linearly as the network grows. Cluster head selection is another important challenge that directly affects the network performance. The best possible node should be selected so that the network stability period and overall network lifetime should be maximized [38]. In most of the techniques, CH selection is based on several parameters such as energy level and the location of the node. Data aggregation is performed on the sensed data received by CH from member nodes; that is why it is still considered as the fundamental design challenge [39, 40]. It should also be considered that the designed clustering algorithm should be able to handle different application requirements, as WSN is application dependent. Another very important factor is to make sure that the designed algorithm is secure enough and can be used in applications where data is very much sensitive such as a military application or health monitoring.

2.2. Clustering Parameters. Clustering parameters that can directly or indirectly affect the cluster formation process [41] are discussed below.

(i) Cluster Count. In most of the existing approaches, cluster head selection and cluster formation lead to different cluster count, where the number of clusters is predefined. It is a key parameter concerning clustering algorithm efficiency, which varies depending on network size.

(ii) Cluster Formation. The approach of cluster formation can be centralized where the decision of cluster formation is handled by BS, while in distributed approach clusters are formed without any coordination. In literature, hybrid
approaches are also being used where the advantages of both approaches are used.

(iii) Intracluster Communication. It means the communication of sensor nodes with its elected CH within a cluster. In most of the approaches sensor nodes directly (one-hop) communicate with CH as it depends on the distance between node and CH. In large scale network, multihop communication may also be adopted for intracluster communication.

(iv) Mobility. In static network, the sensor nodes and cluster heads are static results in stable clusters. Moreover, static position of nodes results in facilitated network (intracluster and intercluster) management. The cluster and CH evolve concerning time if the nodes change their position, thus requiring continuous maintenance [42].

(v) Node Types. In the existing proposed approaches, some of them have used heterogeneous nodes, and some have used homogeneous nodes in a network. In a heterogeneous environment, usually, CHs are equipped with high communication and computation resources than normal nodes. While in the homogenous network, all nodes have same capabilities and few of them are nominated as CH through efficient techniques [42].

(vi) Cluster Head Selection. The overall network performance also depends on cluster head selection. In some proposed techniques, the cluster head is predefined (usually in heterogeneous environments). In most cases, the CH selection is based on various parameters (distance from nodes and center, energy level, etc.) or probabilistic approach is used or it is done through any random technique.

(vii) Multilevel Cluster Hierarchy. In literature, several techniques used the concept of the multilevel cluster to attain even improved energy consumption and distribution. Sensor node communicates with CH in their respective level 1 clusters.
which further communicates with level 2 clusters. In this approach, intercluster communication is of high significance, especially for large scale networks.

(viii) Algorithm Complexity. Another important parameter in clustering is the algorithm complexity; aim of recent algorithms is the quick formation of clusters and selection of CH. In most techniques, the time complexity or convergence is kept constant while in some it depends on a number of sensor nodes in a network.

2.3. Taxonomy of Hierarchical Clustering Approaches. In WSN, the existing clustering protocols fall into different groups, that is, (i) homogeneous and heterogeneous networks, (ii) centralized or distributed algorithms, (iii) static and dynamic clustering, (iv) probabilistic and nonprobabilistic algorithms, and (v) uniform and nonuniform clustering approach.

(i) Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Networks. The clustering techniques for homogeneous and heterogeneous networks are built on the characteristics and capability of sensor nodes in a cluster. In homogeneous networks, all of the sensor nodes have similar processing and hardware capabilities [43]. Moreover, based on various parameters such as residual energy level and distance from the center of a cluster, every node can be a CH. To achieve energy efficiency and load balancing, the role of CH is rotated periodically, while in heterogeneous networks, where there are usually two types of sensor nodes, nodes with higher hardware and processing capabilities are usually used as CH within a cluster, function as data collectors, or even can be used as a backbone within the network. Nodes having lower capabilities are common sensor nodes that sense the desired field attributes [44, 45].

(ii) Centralized or Distributed Algorithms. In centralized algorithms, usually, CH or BS is responsible for network partitioning and cluster formation. These types of algorithms are usually not suitable for large scale networks and more suitable for limited-scale applications. Whereas, in the distributed techniques CH election, selection and cluster formation are done by the sensor nodes themselves to gain flexibility and quick execution and convergence time. Usually distributed algorithms are more commonly used in the homogeneous environment. Hybrid techniques are also used where advantages of centralized and distributed algorithms are utilised [46].

(iii) Static and Dynamic Clustering. Clustering in WSN can be static or dynamic depending on the application requirements. In static clustering, the cluster formation and CH election are fixed. Once clusters are formed, and CH are elected, then it will remain for a long time. In most of the techniques, clusters are formed once, but CHs are periodically changed to gain energy efficiency. Dynamic clustering offers high energy efficiency by the periodic reelection of CH and reformation of clusters. It is used, where topology frequently changes and clusters needs to reorganize to effectively react to topological changes and leads to improved energy efficiency [47].

(iv) Probabilistic and Nonprobabilistic Approaches. In probabilistic clustering approaches, each sensor node is assigned a prior probability to decide whether the CHs or any random selection technique is used [48, 49]. Moreover, the probabilities assigned to nodes act as primary criteria, but some other secondary criteria can also be used during the process of CH reselection or cluster reformation for improved energy consumption and maximizing network lifetime. Also, these techniques have fast execution and convergence time and minimize the number of exchange messages. In nonprobabilistic clustering techniques, deterministic criteria are considered for CH election and cluster formation/reformation. In addition, it mainly depends on the information received from one-hop or multihop neighbours and requires excessive messages to be exchanged resulting in worse time complexity than the probabilistic approaches. Moreover, nondeterministic approaches give more reliable, robust, and balanced clusters, as the selection is based on multiple criteria such as residual energy, node proximity, mobility, and transmission power [50].

(v) Uniform and Nonuniform Clustering Approach. In uniform clustering approach, the number of nodes is evenly distributed among clusters to achieve energy efficiency. However, it is often applicable in environments where nodes are static, and their location is predefined [51]. In literature, several efforts are made to achieve an even distribution of nodes through uniform clustering approaches. Moreover, in nonuniform clustering, the number of nodes is not uniform per cluster. In clustering, many to one pattern is used for data forwarding; nodes nearer to BS are used frequently which leads to high energy consumption. Most of the deployment in WSN is random, where sensor nodes are distributed unevenly. Some efforts are made to come up with some solutions regarding the uniform distribution of load and to achieve energy efficiency through nonuniform deployment of nodes.

On the basis of the above classifications, clustering has been widely used for various applications in different environments to attain energy efficiency and network scalability in WSN. Instead of sending messages to all nodes, a head node is responsible for forwarding data to the BS to preserve energy. In addition, clustering technique can simplify management of the nodes, reduce energy consumption, improve load balancing, increase scalability and robustness, and improve data aggregation. In literature, different hierarchical clustering schemes are proposed for energy efficiency and maximizing network lifetime. Few of them are discussed in the forthcoming section.

3. Hierarchical Clustering Approaches

In literature number of different techniques are proposed for the development of hierarchical clustering protocols based on application requirements. The protocols are designed keeping in view some important factors such as energy efficiency and overall network lifetime. In literature, there are various surveys on different routing protocols in WSN, but, in this paper, the focus is on different hierarchical clustering approaches. Moreover, parameters such as the formation of clusters and CH selection are considered. Furthermore, the differences are highlighted along with advantages and
disadvantages. The hierarchical clustering is further divided into cluster-based and grid-based approaches which may fall in to one or more of the above-discussed classification and these techniques are further explained below.

3.1. Cluster-Based Hierarchical Approaches. Clustering approaches are used to simplify the node management, to reduce energy consumption, to achieve scalability, and to improve load balancing and robustness and data aggregation. Nodes are grouped to form clusters. A node that is known as a cluster head (CH) is made responsible for gathering data from member nodes (MN), aggregates it, and then forwards to the BS directly or through some intermediate CH as shown in Figure 3. Instead of sending data of all sensor nodes in a cluster, CH only sends the aggregated data, which in turn minimize the number of packets transmitted in a network and minimize energy consumption. The data received from a CH node is further processed at the base station, where end users access it. The position of BS can be within a field or can be placed outside the network area. Usually, BS is placed outside and at a distance from the sensor nodes. The data sensed by sensor node is forwarded through a gateway (CH) to the BS. The multilevel clustering hierarchy can have more than one BS in the network (if needed). In literature, various attempts have been made to improve the energy efficiency through different clustering techniques by addressing the problems of efficient cluster formation, even distribution of load, CH selection and reselection, and cluster reformation [2, 15–20, 36]; few of them are discussed here.

(i) Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy. Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) was proposed by Heinzelman et al. [15], which was one of the first energy efficient routing protocols and is still used as a state-of-the-art protocol in WSN. The basic idea of LEACH was to select CH among a number of nodes by rotation so that energy dissipation from communication can be spread to all nodes in a network. The operation is divided into two phases, the setup phase and steady-state phase. In the setup phase, each node decides whether to become a CH or not for the current round which depends on the CHs percentage suggested and a number of times a node has been CH. A random number is chosen from 0 to 1; if the number is less than threshold, the node becomes a cluster head as shown in

\[ T(n) = \begin{cases} \frac{P}{1 - P(r \mod (1/P))}, & \text{if } n \in G, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

where \( P \) is the percentage of CHs, \( r \) represents current round, and \( G \) shows member nodes that have not been selected as CHs in the last 1/P rounds. The elected CH will advertise a message to other nodes and, on the basis of received signal strength, nodes decide which cluster to join and will send a membership message. To efficiently utilise the energy, the role of CH is rotated. The second phase is the steady-state phase, in which nodes sense and transmit data to its CH which is then aggregated and sends to BS directly. In order to avoid collisions, TDMA/CDMA MAC is used.

Due to distributed approach LEACH does not require any global information. Various modifications have been made to LEACH in literature such as MR-LEACH [52], LEACH-B [53], ER-LEACH [54], and ID-LEACH [55]. LEACH has some disadvantages such as probabilistic approach using random number for cluster head selection, which might result in suboptimal CH node thus resulting in high energy consumption. Furthermore, the dynamic clustering overhead and nonuniform distribution of CH will consume more energy and lead to poor network performance.

(ii) Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Centralized. Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy centralized (LEACH-C) [16] is the modified version of LEACH. In LEACH-C the clusters are formed by base station whereas in LEACH each node self-configures them into cluster. The BS receives all the information regarding the energy and location of all the nodes deployed in the network. By doing so, BS determines the number of cluster head (CH) and arranges network into various clusters. However, due to lack of coordination among nodes, the number of CHs varies from round to round. In LEACH-C the number of CHs in each round equals an optimum determined value. A centralized routing approach is one in which BS computes the average energy of a network for a set of sensor nodes having energy level above average. A CH will be selected from the set of nodes to ensure that nodes selected should have sufficient energy to be a cluster head. The network is split into two subclusters and then they are further divided into the desired number of CHs. By this way, the nodes are evenly distributed to ensure that load is eventually distributed. The BS selects lowest energy routing paths and forwards the information of clustering and CH to all nodes in the network using a minimum spanning tree approach. However, due to centralized approach communication overhead will increase in the reselection of CH, because reselection decision has to be made by BS. In addition, every cluster will send request; thus energy consumption will be high.

(iii) Cluster Chain Weighted Metrics. Cluster chain weighted metrics (CCWM) [17] achieve energy efficiency and increase network performance based on weighted metrics. A set of CHs is selected depending on these metrics. Member nodes use direct communication for transferring data towards their respective CHs. A routing chain of elected CHs is constructed for interclusters communication and each CH forwards data to its neighbouring CH until it reaches BS. The authors claim that CCWM improves overall network lifespan. However, due to nonoptimized CH election, the reselection of CH results in network overheads. Moreover, intracluster communication is direct which leads to uneven energy consumption.

(iv) k-Means Algorithm. The cluster head is selected using K-means algorithm to prolong overall network lifespan [18]. Authors divided the whole process into three phases. LEACH protocol is used to determine initial CH selection. Further, the network is partitioned into k clusters, based on the Euclidean distance nodes join their nearest CH. Once the nodes join the CH, center of each cluster is determined and
each node is assigned an ID based on the distance from centroid. Node closer to the center will have smaller number. CH is rotated and the next comparative nearer node to the center is selected as new CH. As compared to other schemes, it improves overall network lifetime but periodic reformation of clusters results in additional network overhead and high energy consumption. Moreover, as clusters are formed in random manner initially thus it can result in suboptimal clusters and uneven distribution of load.

(v) Cluster Head Election Using Fuzzy Logic. Authors in [19] proposed cluster head election approach using fuzzy logic (CHEF). Based on random number, tentative CHs are elected in each round. The elected CH then uses two fuzzy parameters which are local distance and energy level. Local distance is basically the sum of all distances from neighboring nodes. By using fuzzy if-then rules, each CH determines its chance value and then advertises it. CH having greater chance value will be selected as CH and will advertise itself so that member nodes can join it. CHEF improves network lifetime as compared to earlier solutions but due to periodic messages it adds network overhead and unnecessary traffic load. Furthermore, cluster head election process is expensive in terms of energy consumption as it is performed in the entire network that results in high energy consumption.

(vi) Unequal Clustering Size Model (UCS). A variable size clustering scheme called Unequal Clustering Size (UCS) for wireless sensor network is proposed in [20]. It is assumed that sensing field is circular and is divided into two layers. Clusters in layer one have the same shape and size while layer two will have different shape and size. The problem of unbalanced energy consumption is addressed in UCS model. To keep the energy consumption minimum, the CH must be positioned somewhere or near to the center of a cluster. Area covered by the clusters can be altered in each layer by changing radius of a layer near to BS and hence will change density of a particular cluster. The authors claimed that this model works well in homogenous networks and provides balanced energy consumption through unequal clustering approach especially for network that deals with large amount of data. One of the limitations of this approach is the number of nodes per cluster, as in WSN deployment is often random and the number of nodes per cluster may vary to a great extent. Furthermore, the optimal number of CH per layer is another concern as the approach deals with multiple layers.

(vii) Nonuniform Deterministic Node Distribution. The weaknesses of uniform clustering is pointed out in nonuniform deterministic node distribution (NUDND) [21], where it can lead towards energy hole in the network. A new model nonuniform deterministic node distribution is proposed, where node density increases towards sink node. As nodes nearer to BS will be used more than other nodes in the network, a simple distributed algorithm is introduced to load balanced data gathering. The proposed technique might work well in predefined node positions but in random deployment nodes are often scattered which can lead to energy hole problem.

(viii) Energy-Aware Distributed Clustering (EADC). Energy-Aware Distributed Clustering (EADC) [22] is proposed for nonuniform deployment of sensor nodes to balance the load across the entire network. EADC constructs unequal clusters to solve the problem of energy holes. Through routing algorithm, the CHs choose nodes with high energy along with least hop count to member nodes to achieve load balancing in CHs. The cluster head is then selected on the basis of the ratio of average remaining energy of nearby nodes and the energy of node itself. Some of the sensor nodes were redundant, consuming extra energy which was ignored in EADC. This problem was solved in [56]; the redundant nodes were turned OFF based on the schedule. Furthermore, the overall energy consumption was reduced by avoiding unnecessary sensing and transmission.

(ix) LEACH-MAC. In [23], low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy-media access control (LEACH-MAC) is presented to control the randomness of cluster head count in LEACH protocol. The problem of LEACH is that it selects the CH on the basis of random number; nodes that generate the random number less than the threshold will become CH. Authors have addressed the problem of randomness by using media access control layer information. To achieve energy efficiency, LEACH-MAC selects the CH based on uniform random interval to make the CH count stable. Although authors have achieved stability in terms of CH count, the selection of CH is primarily based on threshold value. Therefore, important parameters are still ignored in the selection process.

(x) Energy-Aware Distributed Unequal Clustering. The problem of energy hole was addressed in energy-aware distributed unequal clustering (EADUC) [24] by considering unequal sized clusters. Nodes having different energy resources are considered and clusters with unequal sizes are constructed to solve the energy hole problem. Authors claim that the obtained results were better in comparison with LEACH regarding energy efficiency and maximizing network lifetime. EADUC achieves energy efficiency through unequal cluster formation. However, the redundancy of data in dense area is not considered in EADUC which leads to unnecessary energy consumption affecting network lifetime.

3.2. Grid-Based Approaches. In grid-based clustering techniques, the whole area is partitioned into virtual grids. The grid-based techniques are popular due to their simplified management. The CH selection is usually done by the nodes themselves which makes it suitable for large scale networks. The focus of this work is on grid-based clustering. The main objective of grid-based techniques is to more effectively utilise the limited resources especially battery, which is usually not replaceable nor rechargeable. Gridding significantly contributes to overall network lifespan, energy efficiency, and system scalability. Grid-based techniques are very useful for scalable networks where some nodes in a network are hundreds and even thousands in number. In addition to the objectives mentioned above, grid-based clustering offers some other secondary advantages which add up to the overall network performance. Through gridding, the routing table of
a single node can be reduced by localizing the route setup. Due to grids, the network topology maintenance overhead can be cut down at the sensor node level thus resulting in the more stable network. CH can switch the member nodes to low power or sleep mode to reduce the energy consumption. Due to all of the above-discussed objectives, grid-based clustering techniques are widely used by researchers to achieve energy efficiency and prolong network lifetime [11, 25–29, 57]. Some of the existing grid-based approaches proposed in the literature are discussed with advantages and disadvantages, which are below.

(i) Grid-Based Data Dissemination. In grid-based data dissemination (GBDD) [25], BS divided the network into equal sized square grid cells. The node that first shows interest in sending data is set as a crossing point (CP) of the grid, and its coordinates become the starting point for the grid cells creation. The cell size depends on the twofold range of sensor nodes. Every node works in two modes, high power radio (high range transmission) and low power radio (low range transmission). In intelligent grid-based data dissemination (IGBDD) [57] network is partitioned into virtual grids. It is the enhanced version of GBDD in which CH selection is based on the location of the virtual cross point (CP) and there is no need to send any data to the neighbouring nodes for CP selection. In IGBDD linear programming is used to select CP to increase overall network lifespan. GBDD guarantees continuous data transfer from source to destination but consumes extra energy when the speed is high.

(ii) Grid-Based Hybrid Network Deployment Scheme. The authors have used a grid-based hybrid network deployment approach (GHND) [11], in which the whole network is divided into virtual squared grids, where each grid represents a zone. Initially, the network topology is constructed using centralized approach, in which BS initiates the grid formation and cluster head selection process. To evenly distribute the nodes, authors have used merge and split technique. Zones with low density and high density are identified and called candidate zones on the basis of lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB). If a number of nodes is less than LB, then nodes in that particular zone are merged with neighboring zones depending on weighted score called weighted merge score (WMS). On the other hand, if the number exceeds UB, the BS will split the zone into subzones using any splitting strategy. Four strategies are introduced, namely, horizontal, vertical, diagonal 45°, and diagonal 135°. In order to achieve energy efficiency, the nonprobabilistic approach is used for cluster head selection based on various parameters. The authors claimed that the proposed method enhances network stability and lifetime and performs better than LEACH, PEGASIS, and CBDAS. However, authors applied this on a limited number of nodes but how will it perform in the large scale network is not addressed. Furthermore, the optimal number of grids is not tackled which limits this approach to specific network topology.

(iii) Cycle Based Data Aggregation Scheme. Cycle based data aggregation scheme (CBDAS) [26] is a grid-based approach where the whole network is divided into 2D square sized grid cells. In CBDAS cyclic chain is constructed where each cell head is linked to another cell head. In each round, one cell head acts as a cyclic head (selected by BS) having high energy level. Each cell head will only transmit data to the cycle head. Through cycle head, the amount of traffic is reduced, and energy consumption is less because only cycle head is responsible for communicating directly with BS. The disadvantage of CBDAS is that cycle head can be far away from BS thus consuming more energy due to long distance and may die early. Furthermore, far away nodes will suffer from such problem and can partition the network by breaking chain.

(iv) Distributed Uniform Clustering Algorithm. A distributed uniform clustering algorithm (DUCA) [27] is introduced to evenly distribute the cluster heads and to decrease the differences in the cluster sizes. Grid approach is used for clustering, but each grid does not represent a cluster. Overlapped regions are identified which helped in reducing the cluster sizes, as it often occurs in random deployment. The cluster head selection is based on LEACH which selects the CH based on random number thus ignoring other important parameters and may lead to the suboptimal selection of CH.

(v) Combination of Grid and Genetic Algorithm for Clustering. A genetic algorithm is combined with grid technique for clustering in wireless sensor network [28]. On the basis of nodes location, the whole grid is partitioned and then using membership degree of the Genetic algorithm the grid midpoints are computed. The dimensionality of high-dimension samples is reduced and then mapped into two-dimensional space. Due to dynamic data of sensors, the clustering midpoints of grids are continuously calculated and dynamically change clustering midpoints. At the end cluster midpoints in grids of different types are transmitted to the sink. Due to periodic calculations and dynamic changes of clustering midpoints increased network overhead and may deplete sensor nodes quickly.

(vi) Path-Based Approach for Data Aggregation. Path-based approach for data aggregation (PBDAS) for wireless sensor networks is a grid based technique that uses single chain [29]. The chain is constructed by connecting the cell heads from farthest row (left to right) and then the subsequent farthest row (right to left). This process is repeated until the nearby row to the BS is reached. The authors claimed that cell head selection based on energy increases network lifetime.

(vii) Grid Sectoring. Grid Sectoring (GS) [30] is aimed at even distribution of load and energy consumption over uniform and random deployment of nodes in the field. In GS the whole network is partitioned into equal sized grids and is further divided into sectors, each representing a cluster. The node which is nearer to the center of a cluster is selected as cluster head. The area of interest is divided into small sectors until an optimum number of clusters are attained. The optimum number of clusters is 5 percent to the number of nodes. In this approach, number of sensor nodes per cluster varies and can
result in isolated nodes thus leading to network partitioning where nodes will be unable to communicate but still have enough energy.

(viii) Grid-Based Reliable Routing. The authors in [12] presented a grid-based reliable routing (GBRR) mechanism, in which virtual clusters are formed on the basis of grids. Features of cluster and grid-based are combined to achieve adaptability for dense and large scale randomly deployed sensors. An active node is selected as head node and to avoid exhaustion of CH, GBRR calculates the effective paths within and between clusters. Moreover, source node does not need to transmit via head node and can bypass it if the route is effective towards the BS. As several grids may represent one cluster, so the area covered by that cluster will be large as compared to other cluster having one grid. Furthermore, the node at the edge of a cluster might lead to suboptimal CH selection where the member nodes may require high energy consumption due to large distance resulting in early depletion of sensor battery.

(ix) Cluster Head Selection Using ANP. In [31], authors used analytical network process for cluster head (used interchangeably with zone's head) selection in WSN. The whole network is divided into grids (zones) for randomly deployed nodes. For topology construction, they followed GHND [11] method to evenly distribute nodes across each zone. Five distinct parameters are considered for zone head (ZH) selection, such as residual energy level, distance from the nearby nodes in that particular zone, distance from the center of the zone, number of times a node has been CH, and whether the node is merged from the neighbouring zone or not. These parameters were assigned weights through pairwise comparison of ANP model. The ANP model was applied to each zone for CH selection to come up with the optimum node based on the above five parameters. A node with maximum weight is selected as CH. Using ANP for CH selection gives optimum node that leads to better utilisation of energy resources and extends network lifetime. Moreover, they used ANP for parameters prioritization to come up with most important ones. However, authors did not consider the computational overhead of using ANP and the mobility of nodes.

(x) Randomized Grid-Based Approach. A randomized grid-based approach for complete area coverage in WSN is presented in [32] to achieve energy efficiency and throughput. The whole area is divided into virtual grids depending on the number of nodes in the deployed area. Instead of selecting a certain percentage of nodes as CH from each grid, a single node is selected for a single grid and is repeated for all grids until it satisfies the whole network area. The 2-Voronoi method is used to deactivate the nodes which are redundant and come up with a minimum number of active nodes that can satisfy the coverage of the whole network. Authors have addressed the problem of an optimum number of grids and percentage of CH in each zone. Energy efficiency is achieved by avoiding redundant nodes. However, if the active nodes do not cover the area, then the step of choosing the percentage of nodes will be repeated resulting in energy overhead.

4. Summary of Hierarchical Clustering Protocols

In this section, the above-discussed cluster-based and grid-based techniques are summarized. The advantages and disadvantages of the existing techniques are highlighted to help researchers to select technique according to their requirement. These techniques were analyzed keeping in view the cluster head selection approach to identify whether the technique is probabilistic or nonprobabilistic. Furthermore, the type of clustering and CH selection is identified to analyze whether to use centralized or distributed or even hybrid. In Table 1, the cluster-based hierarchical protocols are summarized while Table 2 shows the summary of grid-based hierarchical protocols.

5. Open Issues

In this paper, various hierarchical clustering algorithms are discussed based on certain parameters. A detailed comparison of the existing hierarchical clustering algorithms is provided based on these parameters. Though different parameters are selected based on the requirement, but still many issues exist which need further investigation keeping in view its integration with the existing technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), and many more. One of the main issues is its security, as WSN usually operates in open environment which makes security a real challenge. The traditional cryptographic techniques cannot be applied in WSN for secure data transmission due to its limited resources. Therefore, a lightweight mechanism is required that can ensure secure communication with minimum energy consumption. The sensor nodes can be used in VANETs where sensors will be deployed on each vehicle to monitor events. The main objective of VANETs is to provide safety to people when they are on road. Keeping in view the high mobility of vehicles, data aggregation is a real challenge using sensors in VANETs.

In the near future, everything will be connected through Internet, termed as Internet of Things (IoT), where one can connect to anything at home, in the office, and so on. Sensors will be used with IoT to connect these things wirelessly for transferring data. As its name indicates that everything is connected, therefore, a huge amount of data will be generated which will be difficult to manage in terms of its connectivity and retrieval and storage of data and security. This huge amount of data is referred to as big data, and, for retrieving information, we need deep learning techniques that can effectively satisfy the query.

Multimedia sensors are widely used for capturing images in a targeted area or by triggering some event. They are used for surveillance and security purposes to monitor the specific area. Keeping in view the importance of the event, delay and fault tolerance need attention while deploying sensors for such applications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>CH selection approach</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEACH [15]</td>
<td>Probabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Nodes equally share load up to some extent (ii) TDMA avoids unnecessary</td>
<td>(i) Single-hop intercluster communication (ii) Energy holes and coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>collisions (iii) Allocated time slots avoid excessive energy consumption</td>
<td>problems (iii) CH selection is probabilistic without considering energy (iv)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extra overheads due to dynamic clustering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACH-C [16]</td>
<td>Probabilistic</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>(i) Global view of the entire network (ii) Even distribution of load</td>
<td>(i) Network overhead (ii) CH selection is probabilistic (iii) Reselection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Energy efficient routes</td>
<td>process is resource expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCWM [17]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Improves routing and network lifetime (ii) Suitable for static and small</td>
<td>(i) Nonoptimized CH election (ii) Increases network overhead (iii) Not suitable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>scale networks</td>
<td>for large scale networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means clustering [18]</td>
<td>Probabilistic/centroid-based</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Simplified approach (ii) Improved network lifetime</td>
<td>(i) Periodic reformation of clusters (ii) Inefficient distribution of load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Reselection is based on centroid distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEF [19]</td>
<td>Probabilistic/nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Keeping in view the entire network for CH election (ii) Optimal CH</td>
<td>(i) Excessive message and communicational overhead (ii) Expensive CH election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>selection</td>
<td>process in terms of energy consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCS [20]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic/probabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Balanced energy consumption (ii) Suitable for homogeneous networks</td>
<td>(i) Due to random deployment, the number of nodes may vary a great deal (ii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The optimal number of CH is due to multilayer approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUDND [21]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Achieved load balancing (ii) Resolved energy hole problem (iii) Works</td>
<td>(i) Not suitable for random deployment (ii) Not suitable for mobile node and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>well in predefined nodes position</td>
<td>large scale networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EADC [22]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Achieves load balancing among CHs (ii) Addresses imbalance energy</td>
<td>(i) Redundant messages cause additional energy consumption (ii) Uneven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>consumption</td>
<td>clustering in random deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEACH-MAC [23]</td>
<td>Probabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Addresses randomness in CH count (ii) Nodes equally sharing load up to</td>
<td>(i) The CH selection being based on random value. (ii) Single-hop intercluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some extent (iii) Achieves energy efficiency</td>
<td>communication (iii) CH selection being probabilistic without considering energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EADUC [24]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Solves energy hole problem (ii) Maximizes network lifetime (iii) Has</td>
<td>(i) Redundant sensed and transmission messages (ii) Extra energy consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>unequal clustering strategy</td>
<td>affecting network performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>CH selection approach</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>Disadvantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBDD [25]</td>
<td>Probabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Guarantees continuous data transfer from source to destination</td>
<td>(i) It has communication overhead (ii) Timestamp is used for grid validity and has to reconstruct it, which is an overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHND [11]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>(i) Ensures even distribution of nodes</td>
<td>(i) Only suitable for static node (ii) Not suitable for large scale networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDAS [26]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Energy efficiency is achieved through cycle head, as only one is responsible for sending data of the entire network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUCA [27]</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Even distribution of cluster heads (ii) Decreasing the differences in the cluster sizes though identifying overlapped regions</td>
<td>(i) CH selection being based on random number might lead to suboptimal CH (ii) It is not suitable for mobile nodes and large scale networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid and genetic algorithm [28]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Optimal CH selection (ii) Energy efficient</td>
<td>(i) Periodic calculations and dynamic changes of clustering midpoints increase network overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBDAS [29]</td>
<td>Random/nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) It improves network performance (ii) Only chain head is responsible for sending data to BS; the rest of cell heads will be in sleep mode</td>
<td>(i) Suboptimal CH can cause chain breakage (ii) The initial selection is random and thus can lead to suboptimal CH. (iii) It is not suitable for large scale networks due to large chains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid sectoring [30]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>(i) Energy efficient (ii) Even distribution of load</td>
<td>(i) CH selection is based on only one parameter that is the distance from the centroid (ii) It might have isolated nodes which can lead to network partitioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBRR [12]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
<td>(i) Optimum CH selection (ii) Achieves energy efficiency and extends overall network lifetime (iii) Parameters prioritization</td>
<td>(i) Far away nodes might lead to suboptimal CH (ii) It can have grids having no node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH using ANP [31]</td>
<td>Nonprobabilistic</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>(i) Energy efficient (ii) Optimum number of CHs (iii) Suitable for defined small scale networks</td>
<td>(i) The mobility of nodes is not considered, applied on static nodes (ii) For large scale network, computational overhead will increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized grid-based approach [32]</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>(i) Energy efficient (ii) Optimum number of CHs (iii) Suitable for defined small scale networks</td>
<td>(i) There is computational overhead if active nodes do not satisfy the coverage area (ii) The percentage is calculated again for nodes that are not redundant nor active, leading to extra energy consumption (iii) It is not suitable for large scale networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusion

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are gaining more attention due to their low cost, small size, and battery powered sensor nodes for capturing and monitoring harsh geographic areas. The sensor devices are integrated with other technologies such as IoT, mobile phones, IEEE 802.11, and much more, which makes WSN one of the significant technologies of the 21st century. Due to the hostile operating environment and scarce battery resource wireless sensor networks are a challenging area of research. This paper has attempted to provide a comparative analysis of existing schemes of sensor node deployment and energy efficient clustering protocols with their relative importance and limitations.

As WSN is resource constrained and often operates in an unattended environment, therefore battery replacement or recharging is not possible. In order to wisely use the battery source, various energy efficient protocols have been discussed. Out of these energy efficient schemes, cluster-based schemes have received relatively great interest due to the significant gains in overall network life time. In most of the existing techniques, various attempts have been made to achieve energy efficiency through hierarchical clustering where nodes are grouped into clusters and data is forwarded by the cluster head to base station (BS). In this work, state-of-the-art energy efficient cluster-based and grid-based techniques in WSN have been critically evaluated taking into account different parameters like metric for cluster formation, energy consumption, and network lifetime. Moreover, the design issues and research challenges of hierarchical approaches have been discussed. On the basis of the evaluation metrics, a comparative analysis is presented that can help in selection of appropriate technique for specific requirements. The significance of both clustering and grid-based techniques and their limitations have been identified giving the notion about the applicability of a particular scheme in a certain operating environment.
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